Potsdam Nips Danes; Hamilton Falls

Albany Beaten In Overtime Thriller

by Paul Schwartz

The battle of the No. 3 and No. 4 teams in the KUNYAC was a riv­
ging battle in Division III basketball.

Jones’ Dunk Stirs Enthusiastic Crowd

by Paul Schwartz

When the ball hit the floor, the crowd rose. Winston Royal had the
ball. He dribbled to the left side of the lane, stopped and went
down to the hoop with his right hand. The crowd reacted with
enthusiasm. "It was the best dunk I've ever seen," one fan
remained.

TAP Proposes Stricter Guidelines

Minimum GPA’s and Credits Proposed

by Douglass Collins

The TAP Program has proposed stricter guidelines for eligibility.

Student Mugged On Campus Podium

by Sylvia Saunders

Ward said, "The provisions would add

Eastman Tower Scene Of Vandalism

Telephone Lines Cut And Fire Equipment Broken

by Douglas Collins

The tower was partially damaged by the fire, and the vandalism.

Gays And Lesbians Win O’Leary’s Support

Page Three

Aspects on Tuesday: The Christmas Movies Reviewed

Pages 6 & 7
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Fresh Soviet Forces in Afghan

A new wave of Soviet combat troops is flooding into Afghanistan in a powerful attack to tighten the communist grip on the Islamic republic. The Soviets have been heavily pumping equipment and troops into war-torn regions of the nation in the last few weeks, a move that experts say is aimed at containing Afghan resistance groups in the southern part of the country.

The Soviet invasion in early November was largely confined to the north, but Stalinist parties are expected to make a major thrust in the south soon, where the anti-communist armed forces are strongest. The invasion was regarded as a direct challenge to the U.S.-backed government of Afghan President Mohammad Najibullah, who is under pressure from within his own group to accept Soviet forces in the south.

President Najibullah has not yet commented on the new Soviet advance. Earlier this week, his press secretary said that the president had instructed the foreign ministry to limit public discussion of the Soviet invasion.

Garment Union Seeks SUNYA Support

The National Labor Relations Board has ordered an election at SUNYA by late next month, and the Garment Union of SUNYA is planning to file a fair labor practice complaint in the event that the union is not recognized.

A SUNYA student representative to SUNYA's Equal Opportunity Commission, Robert Parey, said the union would file charges if the union is not recognized by SUNYA officials. The SUNYA administration has already rejected a union proposal for a contract that includes a discrimination policy, and the union says it will file a complaint if the policy is not included.

The full SUNYA affirmative action statement requires the SUNYA administration to file a complaint with the national office by the end of the month. The administration is expected to file a complaint if the union is not recognized.

Hamas, Sunya's largest student group, is the only non-white group at SUNYA that is not affiliated with the union. The Hamas leaders have not commented on the issue.

University Senate Discusses

The SUNYA University Senate on Friday failed to approve a motion to set up a new committee to examine charging practices.

The motion, introduced by Senator John H. McCarthy, failed to win the required two-thirds vote. The motion would have created a committee to investigate the charging practices of SUNYA's various student groups.

The motion was referred to the SUNYA University Senate by the SUNYA University Senate Committee on Ethics, which is responsible for investigating charges of unethical behavior.

At the meeting, the SUNYA University Senate also discussed the SUNYA's new affirmative action statement, which requires the SUNYA administration to file a complaint with the national office by the end of the month. The administration is expected to file a complaint if the union is not recognized.
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**Your Education is in Danger**

775 positions are being cut from the SUNY System

- This may mean 98 positions lost on this campus
- This may mean your department may be eliminated and the faculty fired
- There will be longer lines in offices all over campus
- Classes would become larger and less courses will be offered
- Student services will be cut

**Fight back!**

**SAVE SUNY DAY**

**JANUARY 29 at the Capital**

Buses will leave the circle at 9:45

Sponsor ed by Student Association, SASU, SU, UUP, NYPIRG

for information call 34 457-9808

**ADVANCED GAS TURBINE**

Developed By GM

**CLEVELAND (AP) A $56 million contract was awarded to General Motors Corp. to develop a GM-designed advanced gas turbine. The contract, announced by NASA's Lewis Research Center was the second to be awarded to NASA by General Motors for similar research.

**NYC No Exemption to State**

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) All in New York City will now be required to get general permits to own, carry or sell guns. The law, which bans the sale of firearms within city limits, is scheduled to take effect March 1.

**New State Budget May Make Legislators Sick**

The governor's proposal to cut 775 positions from the SUNY System may mean your department may be eliminated and the faculty fired. This may mean that 98 positions will be lost on this campus. There will be longer lines in offices all over campus and classes would become larger and less courses will be offered. Student services will be cut.

**Homosexuals Gain Rights**

The group was referred to Vice President and Internal Affairs, who will investigate the strike, to talk with the faculty, to talk with students, to talk with the union and to find out how the faculty, students and union have been treating each other.

**ILGWU Seeks SUNYA Support**

The group was referred to Vice President and Internal Affairs, who will investigate the strike, to talk with the faculty, to talk with students, to talk with the union and to find out how the faculty, students and union have been treating each other.

**Engineers at Xerox work miracles.**

Our engineers are so dedicated to their work they do not care if their birthday gets lost in the shuffle. They work miracles every day.

**CAREERS THAT CAN'T BE DUPLICATED**

THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF YOUR CAREER IS THE CAREER YOU CAN'T DUPLICATE.

**Truth in Testing**

Marijuana Reform

Recycling

Toxic Wastes

Utility Reform

and a non-nuclear future

Are all NYPIRG issues!

Come to the General Interest Meeting Tuesday January 22nd at 8:30pm in LC 19 to learn more about these and other NYPIRG projects.

Speaker: Donald K. Ross

Executive Director of NYPIRG

Organizer of May 6th and September 23rd anti-nuclear rallies.

ALL ARE WELCOME

Mandatory for Community Service

Utility Reform and a non-nuclear future

This may mean your department would become larger and we would become stronger.

There will be longer lines in offices all over campus and classes would become larger and less courses will be offered.

Student services will be cut.

---
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Steve's Big Deal

Steve Martin is an unqualified success as a romantic lead, and the black family which raised Martin and to whom he's returning in the script.

Horse Partners

Mark Rassler
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**ZODIAC NEWS**

**DIAMOND WEDNESDAY**

**WHAT IS IT?**

A weekend of University spirit to celebrate the winter season organized by interquad council and the administration consisting of various student council events.

**WHEN IS IT?**

February 13, 8:00 PM

**WHERE IS IT?**

**Dial-an-Atheist**

New dial "Dial-an-Atheist" has been around for quite a while. Dialing this number: 1-312-597-2433.

**WHAT WILL IT CONSIST OF?**

**WHAT WILL IT CONSIST OF?**

**Snow Sculpture Contest**

Any group or individual is welcome to enter. The theme will be carol characters. For sign up and more information contact Mary Beth at 7-7905 or Joanna at 7-7898.

**Winter Olympics**

Organize your team of 5 girls & 5 guys and watch for further info!!!
Taking Flight: Studying Abroad

by Thomas Doors

Only one year ago, I was a student in SUNY Oneonta, pursuing a degree in biology. I had never been away from home, but I was eager to travel and explore new places.

As I began to plan my future, I realized the importance of gaining international experience. I decided to apply to a program that would allow me to study abroad.

The next phase consisted of applying to the program. As I was researching different options, I came across the University of Copenhagen, a renowned institution in Denmark.

I quickly applied and was accepted into the program. I was overjoyed and excited to begin my journey.

As I made my way to Denmark, I couldn't help but feel a sense of adventure. I was leaving behind everything I knew to embark on a new experience.

My time in Copenhagen was both challenging and rewarding. I learned a lot about myself and the world around me.

The city was vibrant and full of life. I was able to experience the local culture and interact with people from all over the world.

I studied subjects such as biology, chemistry, and mathematics. I was able to immerse myself in the academic atmosphere and improve my language skills.

One of the most memorable experiences I had was traveling to Greenland. It was a small country, but I was able to see some of the most beautiful landscapes in the world.

My time in Copenhagen was also marked by social events. I was able to make new friends and attend parties and events throughout the city.

As I reflect on my experience, I am grateful for the opportunity to study abroad. It was a life-changing experience that I will always cherish.

In conclusion, studying abroad is a valuable experience that can enrich your life. I would highly recommend it to anyone considering it.

First-Aid Hurting

To the Editor:

I recently took the course in first aid. The course was a lot of fun and I enjoyed learning about the different techniques and skills we covered.

One of the most important aspects of the course was learning how to treat wounds and injuries. We covered everything from basic first aid techniques to more advanced treatments.

Overall, I found the course to be very informative and helpful. I feel confident in my ability to provide first aid in case of emergencies.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Ridiculous Marlozzo

To the Editor:

I recently attended a seminar on ridiculousness. The speaker presented some interesting insights on the topic.

One of the most important aspects of the seminar was understanding the psychology behind ridiculous behavior. We learned how certain situations can lead to people acting in irrational ways.

Overall, I found the seminar to be very thought-provoking. I feel inspired to explore this topic further in my own life.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Out of Context

To the Editor:

As a rule, I try to avoid giving opinions in context. However, I feel compelled to address the recent debate surrounding the role of technology in our lives.

I believe that technology has both positive and negative effects on society. While it has revolutionized the way we communicate and access information, it has also led to a loss of privacy and a decrease in face-to-face interactions.

In conclusion, I urge all readers to consider the impact that technology has on our daily lives and to make choices that promote a healthy balance.

Sincerely,

[Name]
YOUR EDUCATION IS IN DANGER
775 positions are being cut from the SUNY System

- This may mean 98 positions lost on this campus
- This may mean your department may be eliminated and the faculty fired
- There will be longer lines in offices all over campus
- Classes would become larger and less courses will be offered
- Student services will be cut

Fight back!
SAVE SUNY DAY
JANUARY 29
Mass at the Gathering Capital

Buses will leave the circle at 9:45
Sponsored by Student Association, SASU, SU, UUP, NYPG

Call 7-5295 immediately for more info, and to make reservations.

The ASP Wants You
To write interesting, thrilling, captivating, enthralling, and spellbinding articles.
Come on up to CC 334

The Mouse Trap re-opens this weekend. Music by Grill
Cheese. 9:00-1:30. Dutch Night.

This Thursday Night
Kathkellner Pub
Girls Club

CLUB OPA!
238 Washington Ave.
434-1300

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS LADIES NIGHT!
All drink prices reduced.
- Pitcher of beer - $2.50
- Spunach Sandwich - $1.75
- Pizza - $2.95

PLUS - EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT:
Michael Doyle and Sue Johnson
Performing folk, contemporary and original compositions on guitar and flute.

ROMAN CATHOLIC COMMUNITY MASSES
Saturday - 6:36 PM - Chapel House
Sunday - 10:30 AM - Brubacher Lounge
Sunday - 12:30 PM - Chapel House
Daily Mass - 11:15 AM - Campus Center, Room 357
NOBODY GOES TO CHURCH ANYMORE!
INCLUDING YOURSELF?

Too bad. You could be missing a lot — a new experience of God's love and forgiveness, meaningful relationships, increased spiritual growth and personal fulfillment.

If you'd like to give church a try, try Loudonville Community Church, 374 Loudon Rd. (Route 9, just north of the Albany City Line). Services are at 8:30am, 11am and 7pm. Adult classes for in-depth adult Bible study at 9:45am. For free transportation call 436-9001 weekdays or 696-9246 on other days.

SEXUALITY RESOURCE CENTER will be reopening February 3rd with new spring semester hours schuyler Hall 105 457-8015

A Clockwork Orange
Albany State Cinema
Thursday and Friday
January 24, 25
7:30 and 10:00
$1.00 w/tax card $1.50 w/out tax card funded.

Pressure Cooker

If you want to vote in Albany in the March 25th Presidential Primary you must register by Friday January 25th at the Albany County Courthouse. Call 445-7591.

Attention!! STUDENT INTERN Positions Available for Spring Semester with Student Legal Services

Contact Jack Lester 457-7911

Tax Cards will be distributed by your Central Council
Jan 31 and Feb 1
Feb 8 thru Feb 28
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SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) Olympic Committee To Poll American Athletes

The USOC has a trust in American athletes to decide whether they want to participate in the Moscow Olympics, although Carter has said if the Soviet Union sends its team, the U.S. will not pull its athletes. The USOC is scheduled to meet Thursday in New York City with the Soviet Olympic Committee.

Syracuse Tops Detroit, 89-83

The Orangemen, trailing by 10 at halftime, scored the first 11 points of the second half to take the lead. They never looked back. The Titans fell to 6-9.

Ram Players Feel Proud

Although the Rams used a strong second-half effort to send the game into overtime, the Titans pulled out the win, 101-99. The Titans are now 13-12 and the Rams are 9-16.

Welcome Back!

$1.00 OFF
GRANDMA'S
BBQ RIB DINNER
expiring 2-1-80
1231 Central Avenue next to Valley

GRANDMA'S COUNTRY PIG RESTAURANT

Welcome Back!

50's Night at the Hell-Ballo

Every Thursday with WTRY DJ Don Parry 50's admission

Welcome Back!
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Pittsburgh Remains Super By Defeating Rams

Los Angeles Players Feel Proud Despite 31-19 Loss

PARAGUAY - Al Baker of the Detroit Lions and Charlie Joiner of the San Francisco 49ers were extremely weary and most spoke in low tones. But they were proud.

Al Baker of the Detroit Lions were coming from behind for a 31-19 victory over Los Angeles. Baker spoke of his team's hard-fought win, saying, "It was a tough game, but we came out on top. We're really happy with the win, and I'm proud of my teammates." Joiner, on the other hand, was more subdued, acknowledging his team's efforts but expressing disappointment in the loss.

Relieved Terry Bradshaw Humbly Accepts MVP

PASADENA, Calif. - Terry Bradshaw thanked his teammates Wednesday for helping him win the NFL's Most Valuable Player Award. "I couldn't have done it without them," Bradshaw said, "so I wanted to share the moment with them." Bradshaw's selection marked the first time a player from a losing team has won the award.

Dane Jayvees Falter On The Road

Drop Second Of Season 88-76

In Bob Robinson's first season as head coach of the Albany Jayvees, the team suffered a crushing defeat, losing 88-76 against the University of Vermont. "This is a tough loss," said Robinson. "We were in this game for a while, but we couldn't hold on in the end. We have to regroup and focus on the next game."
Swimmers Whip Bridgewater, Down Vermont

By Jeff Schadoff

The Alumni State team's men's swim team has been defeated by the swim team of Vermont College in a meet on Thursday at SUNYA. Vermont defeated the team 100-72.

The meet was held in the SUNYA pool and was an exciting one. The team was in good shape and the meet was a close one. Although both teams were well matched, the alumni team was able to win the meet with a score of 100-72.

The alumni team had a good showing in the meet. The team was well matched and the meet was a close one. Although both teams were well matched, the alumni team was able to win the meet with a score of 100-72.